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The dynamics of polarization switching have been investigated over extremely broad time
(10⫺8 ⬍t⬍102 s)
and field ranges for (001) c ,
(110) c ,
and (111) c -oriented
Pb共Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 – 4.5%PbTiO3 crystals. The results demonstrate the presence of broad relaxation
time distributions that can extend over a decade共s兲 in orders of magnitude in time, and which
sharpen significantly with increasing field. The polarization transients have been fit to stretched
exponential functions, which are typical of disordered systems. © 2004 American Institute of
Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1699500兴

I. INTRODUCTION

Oriented
poled
single
crystals
of
(1
⫺x)Pb共Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 – xPbTiO3 (PZN– x%PT)
and
(1
⫺x)Pb共Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 – xPbTiO3 (PMN– x%PT) have attracted attention because of enormous piezoelectric (d 33
⬃1800 pC/N) and electromechanical coupling (k 33⬃0.94)
coefficients.1,2 Maximum property coefficients are found in
the vicinity of a morphotropic phase boundary between
rhombohedral and tetragonal ferroelectric phases. The enormous responses have been attributed to the presence of intermediate monoclinic (FEM ) ferroelectric phases.3–7 Several
monoclinic phases have been found, including: 共i兲 a FEM c
with the polarization constrained to the (11̄0) c plane, 共ii兲 a
FEM a with the polarization constrained to (010) c , and 共iii兲 a
FEM b with the polarization constrained to (100) c , which has
been found only for (110) c -oriented crystals under field.
Polarization rotation instabilities under field within FEM
phases8,9 are known, where rotation occurs against a very
small anisotropy, and thus the hysteresis is negligible. For a
field applied along (001) c , the rotational pathway has been
predicted to be FEM a →FEM c →FEt . Investigations of the
induced polarization 共P兲 have shown significant differences
depending upon whether the crystals are driven under a unipolar or bipolar electric field 共E兲.10–12 For both (001) c - and
(110) c -oriented crystals, unipolar drive results in anhysteretic P – E responses, whereas bipolar drive results in significant hysteresis. Clearly, domains are important in polarization switching under bipolar drive, however most
investigations have focused on unipolar operation.
A. Prior studies of polarization dynamics in normal
ferroelectrics

Polarization switching has been extensively investigated
in normal ferroelectric materials by measuring current transients in response to square wave electrical pulses of a reverse electric field.13–20 The kinetics have been modeled using a modified Avrami equation, given as
a兲
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J 共 t 兲 ⫽ 共 2 P 0 n/  兲共 t/  兲 n⫺1 exp关 ⫺ 共 t/  兲 n 兴 ,

共1a兲

P 共 t 兲 ⫽ P 0 exp关 ⫺ 共 t/t 兲 n 兴 ,

共1b兲

or

where J(t) is the current density as a function of time, P(t)
is the polarization as a function of time, P 0 is the induced
polarization, n is the dimensionality of the switching process,
 is the characteristic relaxation time, and t is the elapsed
time since the application of the electric field.
However, limiting the study of domain dynamics and
polarization switching has been that current transient investigations have been performed over relatively narrow time 共t兲
and electric field 共E兲 ranges13–20—even though the current
response is known to be logarithmic in time.18,21–24 An
analysis of the dynamics in the time domain of 10⫺8 ⬍t
⬍10⫺6 s has provided incomplete information, upon which
to develop a mechanistic understanding. Various investigations have used Eqs. 1共a兲 and 1共b兲. Early investigations by
Mertz13 revealed a model for polarization reversal where
two-dimensional 共2D兲 nucleation of reversed clusters occurs
on existing 180° domain walls and where one-dimensional
growth of reversed steplike domains occurs perpendicular to
the direction of E. In this model, nucleation is confined to the
domain wall and, during domain growth, the twin wall is
restricted to be coherent, as illustrated in Fig. 1. It is known
that in finite-size systems that the Mertz model is
inapplicable,25 and has been extended by Scott et al.26 to
account for spatially limited conditions.
An analysis of data has resulted in important differences
about what should be expected using Eqs. 1共a兲 and 1共b兲.
First, an analysis has shown fractal exponents, whereas strict
use of Eqs. 1共a兲 and 1共b兲 requires integer values. A recent
analysis by Shur et al.16 attempted to resolve this difference
by allowing n to change between integer values. This change
was attributed to a geometric catastrophe, conjectured to result from domain impingement. Second, an analysis revealed
that nucleation and growth is at most a 2D process, generally
with an average dimensionality constant of ⬃1.5. However,
both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation and growth
are volume 关i.e., three-dimensional 共3D兲兴 processes. Finally,
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FIG. 1. Mertz model of domain nucleation and growth 共see Ref. 13兲. An
electric field is applied parallel to the z axis; the symbols j⫺1, j, and j⫹1
represent domain wall steps; the domain-wall motion occurs in a sidewise
manner along the x and y axes; and the domain-wall velocity along the x
direction is represented by the symbol v .

Stretched exponential behavior is well known in disordered systems.31–33 It is a form of hierarchial relaxation. In
the random-field theory, the nucleation of domain boundaries
under field occurs in the vicinity of quenched defects that are
conjugate to the applied ordering field. Consequently, domain walls become diffuse and polar nanoregions 共PNRs兲
can be created. Many modified perovskite ferroelectrics are
known to contain significant quenched disorder, such as
PMN– x%PT and PZN– x%PT. 34 –37 Interestingly, electron
microscopy studies of poled soft ferroelectrics ceramics by
Tan et al.38 have previously shown domain breakdown with
increasing ac electric field, which is consistent with polarization switching through a relaxor state. After a weak field
drive, normal micron-sized domains were found. However,
after a modest ac drive 共1–3 kV/cm兲, specimens of the same
composition were found to consist of PNRs. Correspondingly, dielectric constant measurements under a weak field
drive exhibited normal ferroelectric behavior, where as that
under 1–3 kV/cm exhibited relaxor behavior.
C. Purpose of investigation

an analysis of ferroelectric switching currents with Eqs. 1共a兲
and 1共b兲 tended to underpredict the current at longer times of
t⬎4t max , where t max is the time of the current maximum.
This results in a skewing of the current transient peaks to
longer times in the time domain of 10⫺8 ⬍t⬍10⫺6 s. 16,18 –20
B. Prior studies of polarization dynamics in
PMN– x %PT

In the ferroelectric domain theory, the importance of defects has been considered27 as preferred nucleation sites.
Prior investigations24 have shown a stage in polarization
switching that depends logarithmically on time. But, not until recent studies by Scott et al.26 and by Viehland et al.22,23
have defects been considered to play a vital role in polarization dynamics.
Recently, in PMN– x%PT, skewing has been understood
by stretched exponential functions that include the effect of
random fields which broaden nucleation and growth events
in the time domain.22 Also, recent P – E studies have revealed pronounced dispersion in the frequency domain of
10⫺2 ⬍ f ⬍102 Hz. 23 The polarization dynamics and frequency relaxation of PMN– x%PT have been analyzed using
stretched exponential functions28 –30 which have terms in
关 ln(t/)兴n, given as
P 共 t 兲 ⫽ P 0 exp兵 ⫺a 关 ln共 t/  兲兴 n 其 ,

共2兲

where P(t) is the time dependence of the polarization, P 0 is
the total nucleated polarization, and a is an exponential factor. This equation has similarities to the Avrami relationship
given in Eq. 1共b兲, where terms in (t/  ) n have been replaced
by ones in 关 ln(t/)兴n. Substitution with ln(t/) will result in a
significant extension to longer times of the long-time tail of
the nucleation curve, relative to a similar relationship in
terms of (t/  ). Equation 共2兲 also predicts that ln(P) depends
on 关 ln(t)兴n, which will result in significantly stronger broadening in the time domain than a simple dependence of P on
n ln(t).

Investigations of polarization dynamics of PMN– x%PT
or PZN– x%PT for variously oriented crystals have not yet
been performed. Such studies could provide important information concerning the mechanism of switching. In this investigation, we report the polarization dynamics over a broad
time domain extending from 10⫺8 ⬍t⬍102 s for (001) c -,
(110) c -, and (111) c -oriented PZN– 4.5%PT crystals. Studies
were performed from EⰆE c to EⰇE c , where E c is the coercive field. The results demonstrate the presence of extremely broad relaxation time distributions for the switching
process, extending over a decade共s兲 in orders of magnitude in
time, where the distribution is strongly dependent on E.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Single crystals of Pb共Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 – 4.5%PbTiO3
共PZN– 4.5%PT兲 grown by a Bridgeman method were obtained from TRS Ceramics 共State College, PA兲. The crystals
were of various orientations, including (001) c , (110) c , and
(111) c . The specimens were cut into typical dimensions of
0.3 mm in thickness and 4 mm2 in area, and were electroded
with gold. P – E measurements were made using a modified
Sawyer–Tower bridge. This system was computer controlled
and capable of automatic determination of standard P – E
measurement compensation parameters. The system was capable of the precise measurement of the P – E response over
the frequency range from 10⫺3 to 102 Hz, the charge range
from ⬃10 pC to 100 C, and the current range from ⬃1 nA
to 10 mA. A sinusoidal driving field was used.
The specimens were also studied using a current transient method. Investigations were performed for various
fields of 0⬍E⬍3E c . In order to measure the response of the
specimens over a broad time domain from 10⫺8 ⬍t⬍102 s,
three different measurements circuits were developed and
built.39 Figure 2共a兲 shows the measurement circuit for the
short-time domain between 10⫺8 to 10⫺6 s. Figure 2共b兲
shows the circuit for the middle-time domain between 10⫺6
and 10⫺3 s. And, Fig. 2共c兲 shows the circuit for the long-time
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FIG. 2. Measurement circuit of switching current responses for the various
time domains: 共a兲 Short-time domain between 10⫺8 ⬍t⬍10⫺6 s, 共b兲 middletime domain between 10⫺6 ⬍t⬍10⫺3 s, and 共c兲 long-time domain between
10⫺3 ⬍t⬍102 s. The circuits behind the specimen are equivalent for the
short- and middle-time domains. This circuit consists of a switch, rapid
response diodes, and metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor
共MOSFET兲 gates. In the fast time domain, a current probe is used to lower
the input voltage into an oscilloscope. For the middle- and long-time domains, the circuits in front of the specimen are equivalent. The voltage is
measured across a reference capacitor, using an oscilloscope operated in a
time capture mode.

domain between 10⫺3 and 102 s. For the short- and middletime domains, the same procedure was used prior to switching. Initially, the specimen was unpoled, and then an electric
field of ⫺3E c was applied to repole the specimen. To prepare for switching, both sides of the specimen were raise to
the desired switching field. Then, at time t⫽0, one side of
the specimen was taken to ground: This is an important step
that allowed for the very highest current wall between the
power amplifier and the specimen. By using these steps, we
can certify that the high voltage reaches its full maximum,
before the polarization starts to rise. It was found that switching times of Ⰶ10⫺8 s could be achieved. For the long-time
domain, this method could also be used, but is not necessary
as the rise time of the amplifier is significantly shorter than
the measurement time. An Agilent oscilloscope operated in a
time capture mode was used to measure the output voltage
from each circuit.
III. RESULTS
A. Time domain

Figures 3共a兲–3共c兲 respectively show the logarithm of the
polarization as a function of the logarithm of time for PZN–
4.5%PT crystals oriented along the (001) c , (110) c , and
(111) c . Data are shown for over ten decades in time, taken
at various applied electric fields. The polarization curves can
clearly be seen to be extremely broad in the time domain,
extending over a decade共s兲 of orders in magnitude. The
curves sharpened at higher fields of EⰇE c . Unambiguously,
polarization switching for PZN– 4.5%PT crystals has a very
broad distribution of relaxation times . The breadth of this
distribution is nearly equal to that found in the weak-field
susceptibility 共dielectric constant兲 of relaxor ferroelectrics
near their freezing temperature.40– 42 However, there were
important differences between the polarization curves for the
variously oriented crystals.
1. Small fields applied along various orientations

At lower fields of E⬇2 kV/cm applied along the
(001) c , the transient had a fast change at t⬇10⫺6 s and was

FIG. 3. Logarithm of polarization as a function of logarithm of time for
various oriented PZN– 4.5%PT crystals over broad time and field ranges: 共a兲
Along (001) c , 共b兲 along (110) c , and 共c兲 along (111) c . Data are shown for
three different field regimes of E⬍E c , E⬇E c , and E⬎E c regimes in each
figure.

independent of time for t⬎10⫺5 s. This transient is indicated
by 共i兲 in Fig. 3共a兲. Whereas, along the (110) c and (111) c ,
the time constant of the transient was dramatically longer
near this field level—on the order of 1 to 102 s. These transients are indicated by 共ii兲 in Figs. 3共b兲 and 3共c兲, respectively. The results clearly indicate an important difference
between the variously oriented crystals. Along (001) c , a
rapid change in polarization occurs under a modest electric
field pulse, whereas such changes along (110) c and (111) c
are dramatically slower.
2. Increasing E applied along (001)c

For a field of E⫽3 kV/cm applied along (001) c , a longtime polarization transient can be seen in the time domain of
1⬍t⬍102 s, as indicated in Fig. 3共a兲 by the symbol 共ii兲.
With increasing field for 3⬍E⬍5 kV/cm, this long-time polarization transient was found to shift to shorter times. In
addition, for 3⬍E⬍5 kV/cm, a third transient was observed
in the intermediate time domain of 10⫺5 ⬍t⬍10⫺3 s, as indicated in Fig. 3共a兲 by the symbol 共iii兲. This intermediatetime transient also shifted to shorter times with increasing E.
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FIG. 4. Panel of P – E curves for various oriented PZN– 4.5%PT crystals. The left-hand side column is for a (001) c oriented crystal, the middle for a (111) c ,
and the right for a (110) c . Data are shown at various maximum drive levels, where each row on the panel was taken under a constant maximum E. The top
row was for 2 kV/cm, the middle for 3 kV/cm, and the bottom for 8 kV/cm. In each figure, data are shown for various measurement frequencies of 10⫺2 , 1,
and 102 Hz.

For 3⬍E⬍5 kV/cm, the results show that a very rapid polarization response occurred at short times, followed by a
delay, an intermediate-time transient, another delay and, finally, a long-time transient. With increasing E in this range,
the three polarization process can be seen to gradually merge
at shorter times. For E⬎6 kV/cm, a single rapid ballistic
polarization response was observed, whose time constant
was ⬃10⫺6 s.
3. Increasing E applied along (110)c and (111)c

Only two evolutionary stages in the time domain were
found during polarization switching with increasing E applied along (110) c and (111) c . At low fields, a long-time
transient was found which shifted to shorter times with increasing E, as discussed in a preceding subsection, and indicated by the symbol 共ii兲 in Figs. 3共b兲 and 3共c兲. For higher E,
a second transient developed in the time domain of 10⫺4 s,
as indicated by the symbol 共iii兲 in Figs. 3共b兲 and 3共c兲. The
results demonstrate a broad polarization transient in the intermediate time domain, followed by a delay, and a subsequent second broad polarization transient in the long-time
domain.
It is important to note that long-time polarization transients were present in much lower fields along (111) c , than

along (110) c . Clearly, there is an ease of the polarization
response in the long-time domain along (111) c for fields of
EⰆE c . In fact, over the entire time-domain investigated,
under the same applied field, the polarization response along
(111) c was noticeably more rapid than that along (110) c . At
high fields, the two broad polarization transients can be seen
to gradually merge, and a single more rapid polarization response becomes evident.
In addition, along both (111) c and (110) c , the leading
edge of the polarization response at short times was noticeably field dependent, decreasing from ⬃10⫺3 to ⬃10⫺6 s
with increasing field between ⬃3 to ⬃12 kV/cm. Such a
pronounced shift in the leading edge of the polarization response was not found along (001) c , as its edge was always
in the range of 10⫺6 s.

B. Frequency domain

Figure 4 shows a panel of P – E curves. The left-hand
side column shows those along (001) c , the middle column;
(110) c , and the right-hand side one; (111) c . There are also
three rows shown in the panel which represent different
maximum ac electric fields. The first row was for 2 kV/cm,
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the second; 3 kV/cm, and the third; 8 kV/cm. Each figure in
the panel contains data taken at frequencies of 10⫺2 , 1, and
102 Hz.

1. Increasing E applied along (001)c

For E⬇2 kV/cm applied along (001) c , a linear P – E
response was found that was frequency independent. Also,
the P – E response was anhysteretic. The induced polarization was ⬃0.01 C/m2. The large amplitude dielectric constant
can be calculated as
K⫽

10⫺2 C/m2
P
⬇5000,
⫽
⑀ 0 E 8.85⫻10⫺12 F/m 105 V/m

where ⑀ 0 is the permittivity of free space. This large signal
value of K was found to be equivalent to the weak-field one
measured using an Agilent 4284 LCR meter. This demonstrates that the P – E response along (001) c is a near ideal
linear dielectric for E⬍2 kV/cm. Also, these results measured in the frequency domain are consistent with corresponding ones in the time domain, shown in Fig. 3共a兲. The
lack of time dependence for t⬎10⫺5 s is in agreement with
the frequency independent response in the range of 10⫺2
⬍ f ⬍102 Hz. The anhysteretic nature of the P – E response
along (001) c demonstrates that the polarization mechanism
is essentially nondissipative for E⬍2 kV/cm.
Near ideal linear P – E behavior was observed along
(001) c with increasing E to 3 kV/cm. However, nonlinearity
and hysteresis became apparent at a low frequency. The onset of hysteresis corresponded to the appearance of a longtime polarization transient in the time domain data near 1
⬍t⬍102 s, as illustrated in Fig. 3共a兲 by the symbol 共ii兲. As E
was increased, significant hysteresis became apparent at increasingly lower frequencies. At higher fields, complete
switching was observed in the P – E response. But, E c was
notably frequency dependent, shifting to higher values with
increasing frequency, as previously reported for
PMN– x%PT. 23 The results in the left-hand side panel of
Fig. 4 clearly show a transition with increasing field from a
dynamical polarization process which is nondissipative and
linear, to one which is dissipative and nonlinear.

FIG. 5. Fitting of the logarithm of polarization as a function of logarithm of
time to Eq. 共2兲 for a PZN– 4.5%PT crystal in response to a square wave
pulse applied along (001) c . Data are shown for various maximum fields of
2 kV/cm, 3 kV/cm, 4 kV/cm, and 8 kV/cm.

polarization relaxation in the P – E response was found to
increase. This increase corresponds to a shift to shorter times
of the long-time polarization transient.
IV. FITTING OF CURRENT TRANSIENTS TO
STRETCHED EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS

The time domain polarization data of Fig. 3 were fit to
Eq. 共2兲, using a Levenberg–Marquadt nonlinear analysis.
Multiple stretched exponential contributions were allowed
for each data set. Two were sufficient to obtain good fitting
to Eq. 共2兲 along (111) c and (110) c , whereas three were required along (001) c . As discussed in Sec. III, all three orientations had broad intermediate (10⫺4 ⬍t⬍10⫺2 s) and
long-time polarization transients (t⬎1 s). In addition, along
(001) c , a third transient was found at short times of t
⬇10⫺6 s.
The fitting of Eq. 共2兲 to the data are shown in Figs. 5–7
for fields applied along (001) c , (111) c , and (110) c , respectively. Four data sets are shown in Figs. 5–7 to illustrate the
changes in the time-domain polarization response with increasing E. The fitting to Eq. 共2兲 is shown as a solid line in

2. Increasing E applied along (110)c and (111)c

However, for E⭐2 kV/cm applied along either (110) c or
(111) c , a nonlinear P – E response was found which was
strongly frequency dependent and hysteretic. Consider, for
example, a field of E⫽1 kV/cm applied along (111) c , the
induced polarization was ⬃0.03 C/m2 at 10⫺2 Hz, which decreased to ⬃0.005 C/m2 at 102 Hz. Correspondingly, the hysteretic losses decreased with increasing frequency. It is important to note that these frequency domain results are
consistent with the corresponding time domain ones, which
revealed long-time polarization transients in the time range
of 10⫺2 ⬍t⬍102 s for E⫽2 kV/cm. The pronounced hysteresis in the P – E response along (111) c and (110) c demonstrates that the long-time polarization transients are strongly
dissipative. With increasing E to 3 kV/cm, the degree of

FIG. 6. Fitting of the logarithm of polarization as a function of logarithm of
time to Eq. 共2兲 for a PZN– 4.5%PT crystal in response to a square wave
pulse applied along (111) c . Data are shown for various maximum fields of
1 kV/cm, 2.5 kV/cm, 3.5 kV/cm, and 8 kV/cm.
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FIG. 7. Fitting of the logarithm of polarization as a function of logarithm of
time to Eq. 共2兲 for a PZN– 4.5%PT crystal in response to a square wave
pulse applied along (110) c . Data are shown for various maximum fields of
2.25 kV/cm, 7 kV/cm, 10 kV/cm, and 12 kV/cm.

the plots, and the experimental data as small points. Inspections of Figs. 5–7 will reveal a very good fitting of the data
to Eq. 共2兲. This demonstrates that polarization switching in
PZN– x%PT occurs by an extremely broad relaxation time
distribution, typical of a stretched exponential function 共2兲;
rather than by a simple relaxation process with a welldefined singular relaxation time, typical of the Avrami Eq.
共1兲. High confidence levels were found in the fittings to Eq.
共2兲 (R 2 ⬇0.99).
FIG. 8. Dimensionality constant, n, as a function of applied field for PZN–
4.5%PT taken along 共a兲 (001) c , 共b兲 (111) c , and 共c兲 (110) c .

A. Average relaxation time

The average relaxation time, , obtained from the fitting
to Eq. 共2兲 is shown in Figs. 8共a兲– 8共c兲 as a function of E ⫺1
along (001) c , (110) c , and (111) c , respectively. Along each
direction, there was more than one average relaxation time.
This is because each data set required more than one
stretched exponential contribution. The value of  is shown
in Figs. 8共a兲– 8共c兲 for every polarization transient in the respectively oriented specimens. The field dependent relaxation time  was analyzed with a modified Arrhenius equation, given as

 ⫽  0 exp关 ⫺E 0 /E 兴 ,

共3兲

where  0 is the nucleation attempt frequency, and E 0 is the
activation field barrier.
Along (001) c , the rapid polarization response was found
to have a value of  ⬇10⫺6 s, which was nearly unchanged
with increasing E. This reflects the fact that the leading edge
of the polarization response in the time domain was nearly
independent of E over the range of fields investigated. An
analysis with Eq. 共3兲 yielded a value of  0 ⬇10⫺6 s and an
activation field of E 0 ⬇0 kV/cm. The magnitude of the polarization switched by this rapid process varied significantly
with E, however the kinetics of the response were essentially
unaltered by E. These results demonstrate that this polarization mechanism, which was observed only along (001) c under low fields, has an extremely low, or possibly no, nucleation barrier.
An analysis with Eq. 共3兲 was also performed on the
long- and intermediate-time polarization transients along all

three orientations. The intermediate-time transients yielded
close to the same value of  0 ⬇10⫺4 s along all three directions. There were differences in the value of E 0 . Along
(001) c and (110) c , the values of the activation field were
E 0 ⬃10 kV/cm, whereas along (111) c it was notably lower
with E 0 ⬇6.5 kV/cm. The long-time transients gave close to
the same value of  0 ⬇10⫺2 s along all three directions.
Again, there was differences in the value of E 0 , which was
⬃10 kV/cm along both (001) c and (110) c , but was notably
lower with E 0 ⬇2 kV/cm along (111) c . The significantly
lower value of E 0 along (111) c explains why there is an ease
of the polarization response in the long-time domain for E
ⰆE c —the nucleation barrier, under modest to high fields, is
lower along (111) c than the other orientations.
B. Dimensionality

The dimensionality factor, n, obtained from the fitting to
Eq. 共2兲 is shown in Figs. 9共a兲–9共c兲 as a function of E along
(001) c , (110) c , and (111) c , respectively. It is important to
note that n was consistently found to be very close to an
integer value.
Along (001) c , the rapid polarization response (t
⬍10⫺6 s) at low E was found to have a dimensionality constant of n⬇3. This demonstrates that the nonactivated polarization response along this direction at low E is a volume
process. At modest E, applied along all three orientations
studied, the long-time polarization transients (t⬃10⫺2 s)
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We can try to understand this by considering polarization
rotation in the FEM a phase of PZN– 4.5%PT. The polarization lies close to the (111) c , but is slightly rotated toward
(001) c . Under a small applied reverse E, polarization rotation can occur in the (010) c plane. It can rotate toward
(111) c under reverse field, or toward (001) c under a forward
field. The nucleation barrier for polarization rotation is low,
as the anisotropy in the (100) c plane is small.8,9 Nuclei with
a reversed polarization are not created under small reverse E;
rather the polarization vector of pre-existing domains rotates.
B. Creation of nuclei with reversed polarization with
increasing E along various orientations

FIG. 9. Logarithm of the relaxation time, , as a function of applied field for
PZN– 4.5%PT taken along 共a兲 (001) c , 共b兲 (111) c , and 共c兲 (110) c .

were found to have a dimensionality constant of n⬇2. However, at higher E applied along all three orientations, the
intermediate-time polarization transients (t⬃10⫺4 s) were
found to have a dimensionality of n⬇3.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Our results support a model of polarization switching in
PZN– 4.5%PT crystals by continuous renucleation, or a
nucleation limited model, rather than a domain growth process. The polarization transient data presented are indicative
of one reversible polarization event at low E along (001) c ,
and two types of nucleation events with increasing E along
all orientations investigated. Our data indicate that all polarization events are broad in the time domain, following
stretched exponential behavior.
A. Polarization rotation under small fields along
„001… c , FEMa \FER transition

Along (001) c , under a small reverse field, a rapid polarization response (t⬍10⫺6 s) occurs heterogeneously
throughout the volume of the crystal (n⫽3). However, it is
unlike nucleation, in that it has no activation barrier—it is
reversible and nondissipative.

Under moderate pulse heights applied along (001) c , a
boundary nucleation process (n⫽2) became evident on long
time scales of t⬎10⫺2 s. A similar polarization transient in
this time-domain region was also found along (110) c and
(111) c . This process appears to be the creation of domain
nuclei with a reversed polarization. It is dissipative, as evidenced by hysteresis in the P – E curves. Under moderate E,
the creation of nuclei with a reversed polarization seemingly
occurs. This nucleation is geometrically confined to preexisting domain boundaries (n⫽2). The nucleation events
have a broad relaxation time distribution. The events may be
confined to domain walls, but nucleation results in a longtime 共creeplike兲 response to E. Thus, domain walls should
become spatially nonuniform or diffuse with time.
With a further increase in pulse height applied along any
of the three orientations investigated, a volume nucleation
process (n⫽3) became evident on intermediate time scales
of t⬎10⫺4 s. The fact that n⫽3 for this process indicates
that nucleation is not confined to the vicinity of domain
boundaries. Rather, it is a volume process: One that has a
broad distribution of relaxation times. This is strongly suggestive of heterogeneous nucleation, where nucleation events
occur preferentially in the vicinity of defects or random
fields. This is consistent with prior studies of soft ferroelectrics by Tan et al.,38 who reported the breakdown of micronsized ferroelectric domains into PNR with increasing E, and
a high ac field-induced relaxor state.
It should be noted that these two sequential nucleation
events were separated by a hibernation period. With increasing the field to EⰇE c , the two sequential events began 共i兲
merging together, 共ii兲 sharpening their relaxation time distributions, and 共iii兲 shifting the average  to noticeably shorter
times. At higher fields of EⰇE c , switching seemingly occurs by a ballistic mechanism.
C. Summary

The polarization response of variously oriented
PZN– x%PT crystals has been investigated over broad time
and field ranges. The results unambiguously demonstrate the
presence of extremely broad relaxation time distributions for
switching, which can extend over a decade共s兲 in orders of
magnitude in time. The polarization response over the time
domain of 10⫺8 ⬍t⬍102 s was well fit to stretched exponential functions. Multiple stretched exponential contributions
were required: One under moderate E which was dimension-
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ally confined (n⫽2) to domain walls, and a second under
higher E which was a volume process (n⫽3) that was geometrically unconfined with nucleation preferentially occurring in the vicinity of defects or random fields.
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